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Bookish Banter Week 15
Welcome to the 15th edition of the library newsletter! Wow, where
have the weeks gone? Only two weeks left of Term 6 and this
academic year! Enjoy the bookish banter…
Book of the Week
The Hunting Party by Lucy Foley
In a remote hunting lodge, deep in the Scottish wilderness, old friends gather
for New Year.
The beautiful one
The golden couple
The volatile one
The new parents
The quiet one
The city boy
The outsider
The victim.
Not an accident – a murder among friends.
Available on Kindle for £2.99
FREE on Audible
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What are you reading?
Let us know what your current book is...
Available on Kindle for £3.49
Free on Audible

How lovely to see Mrs.
Smalley again! Before
having her baby Mrs.
Smalley was a regular
visitor to Kendrick Library.
Recently she has been
reading some of the
Agatha Christie novels. She
tells us, ‘This one, The
Clocks, brings up many
questions when reading:
Who is the murdered
man? Who killed him and why? Why were there so many clocks? I am most
of the way through and think I know the answer to the first question only!’
Thank you Mrs. Smalley 
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Quiz- Answers
1. Brideshead – Brideshead Revisited
2. The Burrow (First appeared in Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets)
3. Chesney Wold - Bleak House
4. Thrushcross Grange – Wuthering Heights
5. Green Gables – Anne of Green Gables
6. Mandelay - Rebecca
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Matching Quiz Answers
Charles Dickens

Roald Dahl

Amy Dorrit
Clara Copperfield
Estella Havisham
Kate Nickelby
Madame Defarge

Lavinia
Matilda Wormwood
Veruca Salt
Violet Beauregarde

William Shakespeare
F. Scott Fitzgerald

Cordelia
Desdemona
Lady Macbeth
Ophelia
Perdita
Portia
Titania

Daisy Buchanan
Jordan Baker
Myrtle Wilson
Nicole Diver

J.K. Rowling
Bellatrix Lestrange
Fleur Delacour
Ginny Weasley
Hermione Granger
Luna Lovegood
Minerva McGonagall
Sybil Trelawney

George R.R Martin
Arya Stark
Brienne of Tarth
Cersei Lannister
Daenerys Targaryen
Melisandre
Ygritte

Jane Austen
Victor Hugo

Elisabeth Bennet
Marianne Dashwood

Fantine
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Word search – LGBT Writers
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Quiz
1. Harry Potter
Which house does Draco Malfoy belong to?
Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff, Slytherin or Gryffindor
2. The Hunger Games
Which district are Finnick, Mags, and Annie all from?
6, 11, 4 or 3
3. Literary Character
Which of these characters is from To Kill a Mockingbird?
Atticus Finch, Holden Caulfield, Jay Gatsby or Arthur Dent
4. Shakespeare
Romeo and Juliet is considered to be what type of Shakespearean play?
Tragedy, History, Romance or Comedy
5. Book
Which of these movies was not based on a book?
The Godfather, Jurassic Park, Blade Runner or
Titanic
6. Author
Who is the author of the political novels 1984 and Animal Farm?
George Orwell, Ernest Hemingway, Ray Bradbury or F. Scott Fitzgerald
7. Novel
Which Charles Dickens novel describes the life of
Philip Pirrip?
A Christmas Carol, Great Expectations, Oliver
Twist or A Tale of Two Cities
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8. Poem
Which Robert Frost poem begins with 'two roads diverged in a yellow wood'?
Fire and Ice, Birches, The Road Not Taken or After Apple-Picking
9. Young Adult
Which YA series includes the characters Thomas, Teresa, and
Newt?
Divergent, The Hunger Games, The Maze Runner or Percy Jackson
10. Children's Books
Who wrote The Giving Tree?
E.B. White, Dr. Seuss, Eric Carle or Shel Silverstein
11. Play
Which of these plays was written by Arthur Miller?
Waiting for Godot, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Death of a Salesman or The Birthday Party
12. A Song of Ice and Fire
What is the name of the first book in the series?
A Clash of Kings, A Storm of Swords, A Feast for Crows or A Game of
Thrones
13. Lord of the Rings
What power does the One Ring grant its user?
Invisibility, Mind reading, Super strength or Flying
14. Percy Jackson
Percy is the son of which god?
Apollo, Hermes, Zeus or Poseidon
15. Divergent
Who is the author of the Divergent series?
Suzanne Collins, Veronica Roth, Rick Riordan or James Dashner
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Fun-Loving, Book-Reading Pets
We now have a huge list of literature-loving pets connected to the
Kendrick Community……
In 1942, Lale Sokolov
arrived in AuschwitzBirkenau. He was given the
job of tattooing the
prisoners marked for
survival
scratching
numbers into his fellow
victims' arms in indelible
ink to create what would become one of the
most potent symbols of the Holocaust.

This is the lovely Jaffa
thoroughly enjoying The
Tattooist of Auschwitz.

Waiting in line to be tattooed, terrified and
shaking, was a young girl. For Lale - a jack-thelad, a bit of a chancer - it was love at first sight.
And he was determined not only to survive
himself, but to ensure this woman, Gita, did,
too.
So begins one of the most life-affirming,
courageous, unforgettable and human stories
of the Holocaust: the love story of the
tattooist of Auschwitz.
This is Heather Morris’
second story based in
Auschwitz. It is said to be
a powerful testament to
the triumph of the human
will. It will move you to
tears, but it will also leave
you astonished and uplifted by one woman's
fierce determination to survive, against all
odds.
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Novel recipes! Italian Chocolate Cake.
André Aciman’s novel, set during a listless summer on the Italian
Riviera, inspires Kate Young from The Little Library Café to make
this amazing chocolate, hazelnut and rosemary cake.
‘When I looked at my dessert plate and saw the chocolate cake
speckled with raspberry juice, it seemed to me that someone was
pouring more and more red sauce than usual...’
Ingredients
200g butter
250g dark chocolate (70% is ideal)
50ml extra virgin olive oil
250g caster sugar
4 eggs
250g hazelnuts (whole, if you have a spice grinder, or
ground)
Pinch salt
2 stalks of rosemary (approx. 20cm)
Method
1. Preheat the oven to 180C (160 fan). Grease and line the tin (23cm Springform)
thoroughly, as the cake is delicate and will be tricky to get out of the tin if it sticks. Melt the
butter in the heatproof bowl over a pan of simmering water. Chop the chocolate into small
chunks and add to the bowl, stirring until the chocolate has melted. Add the olive oil, stir
and set aside.
2. Separate the eggs. Whisk the yolks and sugar together in the mixing bowl until pale.
Whisk in the butter, chocolate and oil.
3. Blitz the hazelnuts finely, in batches, adding the leaves from the rosemary to the final
batch. If you are using ground hazelnuts, chop the rosemary as finely as you can. Fold the
ground hazelnuts and the rosemary into the cake batter.
4. Beat the egg whites to stiff peaks. Fold a third into the cake batter to loosen it, then fold
the rest in very gently. Tip into the lined cake tin.
5. Bake for 45 minutes, until a skewer inserted into the cake comes out clean. Leave to cool
and settle in the tin for at least 20 minutes. Dust with cocoa and serve warm or at room
temperature with fresh raspberries.
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Just for Fun!
Can you guess the book titles below?
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Book Awards
Bernardine Evaristo
British Book Awards’ Author of the Year
Back in 2001, The Bookseller
described Bernardine Evaristo’s
début novel The Emperor’s Babe as
‘something completely different: a
fresh and original historical novel,
narrated in verse’. Six novels
followed, with Evaristo exploring
ideas of race, class and migration,
producing bold, innovative and
daring work. Long acknowledged and
admired as a ‘writer’s writer’, 2019
saw Evaristo become the author
everyone was talking about with her
eighth novel Girl, Woman, Other, an
ambitious novel in 12 voices that
dazzled critics and readers. The novel
was a cultural event; it also saw her
make history as the first black woman
to win the Booker. According to
Hamish Hamilton, it arrived at just
the right moment. In the wake of
Brexit and the
international
#BlackLivesMatter movement, Girl,
Woman, Other spoke to a national crisis of identity, and the urgent necessity of greater
access and representation for people of colour. The ‘revolutionary moment’ (Guardian)
of the Booker win was the culmination of a long literary career, during which Evaristo
has consistently shared her richly distinctive, endlessly innovative voice. She has since
used her platform to advocate for a better, more inclusive publishing business, and a
more equal society.
For this and more, she is The British Book Awards’ Author of the Year.
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Queenie by Candice Carty-Williams
British Book Awards’ Book of the Year

The final panel of judges crowned the winner of Début Book of the Year, Queenie, as The
British Book Awards’ Overall Book of the Year. They felt it was clear that Candice CartyWilliams’ first novel has established her as a brand name that readers will return to again
and again. Judges described the novel as ‘an extremely readable, funny, thoughtful piece
of contemporary literature’. What also helped swing it Queenie’s way, however, was the
passion from the publisher and the author for the campaign. Judges felt that CartyWilliams worked ‘tirelessly’ to promote the title, while Trapeze used a grassroots
campaign and five different covers to turn the publication into ‘a cultural event in every
way’. The judges for the Overall award were Stig Abell, editor and publisher of the Times
Literary Supplement; former MP Luciana Berger; Pandora Sykes, journalist, author and
co-host of ‘The High Low’ podcast; and Jasper Sutcliffe, head of buying at Foyles. The
discussion was chaired by The Bookseller’s books editor, Alice O’Keeffe. The quintet felt
Queenie ‘permeated to a deeper level’ and established Carty-Williams as a ‘brand’, a
‘literary writer’ and someone who ‘is changing publishing for the better’.
For these reasons, Queenie is The British Book Awards’ Book of the Year.
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Funnies!
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In other news…
Kendrick Book Club:
We would like to take this opportunity to thank our wonderful Year 13
students, Orla, Ishika and Neha for running Kendrick Book Club for the past
two years. Their commitment has been astounding and their enthusiasm
infectious.
This year we are unable to enjoy our ‘usual’ summer party at the end of Term
6 where we would have thanked them in person for everything, so we will
have to send each of them a virtual hug and hope that they know how much
we appreciate what they have done for us.

Bloomsbury Instagram Launch Party:
Join our @BloomsburyChildrens
Instagram launch party 🚀

Please join us on Thursday 02 July for
our @BloomsburyChildrens Instagram
launch party!
At 10:00, 14:00 and 20:00 we’ll be
hosting a fun day of scavenger hunts
and giveaways.
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Mrs. Warrior has been having
fun at home again this week!

Please e-mail us back with your Bookish Banter, selfies and pet pictures.
We’ll send out another Corona-Library News next Friday!
Mrs. Cavaciuti & Mrs. Williamson
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